
Nothing Is More Unjust or Capricious Than Public Opinion.-Hazlitt.
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A New Potato for the South-the Dasheen
A Valuable Food Crop Below the Frost Line

The Dasheen Plant. It has already been grown success-
(U. S. Department of Agriculture.) fully in our South and should eventu-
If the housewife can obtain dash- ally become one of the most import-

eens, she may make from this recent- ant field crops there, but as yet not
ly introduced vegetable a delicious enough people have become interest-
stuffing for chicken or turkey. Inci- ed in it to justify dealers in putting
dentally she may bake them like po- it on the market.

k tatoes and obtain a dish possessing The fact that the dasheen has been
something of the flavor of a boiled extensively written up as a substitute
chestnut. She may make them into for the potato has led to a number of
a pie similar to the sweet potato pie. inquiries from foreign countries re-
Dasheens are also good boiled, roasted, 's value
fried as fritters, or a salad. Dasheen Norway, Sweden, Germany and
flour will make biscuits, muffins and Austria have sent in these inquiries,
griddle cakes, possessing a superior which show the eagerness of Euro-
flavor. peans to become acquainted with this
S The dasheen, which has been re- new table delicacy.

cently introduced here by the Depart- Dasheen Tubers of Various Shapes.
ment of Agriculture, is the root of a The Department of Agriculture has

SThe Dasheen-The Japanese Potato

Sgrown successfully as far north as then more convenient for eating and
Norfolk, Va. Nevertheless, there has the soft crust which forms when they
been no general interest shown in the are properly baked is particularly de-
vegetable, although the Department of licious. The corms may be cut in
Agriculture has previously stated that half from top to base in order to
every southern home would do well to lessen the time needed for baking.
grow at least a small quantity. The time required is about the same

From the Carolinas southward the as for potatoes of the same size. They
dasheen may be cultivated with a high should be served hot. Season with
Sdegree of success in any rich, sandy salt and plenty of butter, and pepper
loam or soil, where there is plenty of if desired. Gravy instead of butter
moisture and heat. It will not grow may be used.
in soil suitable for cotton, but may be The dasheen, when properly baked
grown in soil suitable for potatoes. and served, is mealy and the flavor is
The importance of the dasheen to the much like that of the white potato,
southerner lies particularly in the fact but more or less suggestive of chest-
that it matures in the fall, whereas nuts. If not overbaked, the skin, when
the main potato crop in the South properly scrubbed or scraped before-

The Dasheen Vine matures in the spring, and in winter hand, will be found of delicious flavor.
the southern states have to obtain As the dasheen is drier than the po-

plant which resembles that known been forced to reply to the inquiries their potato supply from the North. tato, it requires more butter.
familiarly as the "elephant's ear," but from central and northern European If dasheens were grown and properly This vegetable is already a staple
the roots of the ordinary elephant's countries that the dasheen cannot be appreciated, there would probably be article of food for millions of people
ear are not dasheens. Th vegetable grown successfully where the sum- little need for the South ever to buy in tropical countries, although Ameri-
looks like an undersized cocoamut, al- mers are not tropical. In fact, the northern-grown potatoes for food. cans have not yet evinced much in-
though it sometimes grows to consid- dasheen cannot be grown with com- Dasheens, large or small, may be terest in it. In general, it may be
erable size. An exceptional one re- mercial success where the frostless baked like potatoes, in a quick oven. used in the different ways in which
cently received by the department season is less than six months, and They should first be washed and the white potato is used. It may also
weighs 6% pounds. a longer season is desirable. Contra- scrubbed to remove the fibrous part be candied like the sweet potato. The

The dasheen originally came from ry to the belief of many people, the of the skin. When practicable to do flesh, when cooked, is frequently some-
China, and its name seems to indicate United States is a country of tropical so, it is often desirable to scrape the what gray or violet, but this does not
a corruption of the French "de Chine." summers, and the dasheen has been dasheens before baking, as they are affect the flavor.

L ET US TRY to be good humored for a single day; if we let'the sunlight into our souls, it will
generate in our hearts every good motive, and we shall find life strengthened and ourselves

armed to fight.-James Ellis.
drama, so they introduced me to aa mango has several different methods ing a toothpick. The idea is, Billy, JUST A FABLE.
Florida mango. Now, Billy, aon't kid of getting back at you for biting it. that you must be educated to eating Once upon a time a Good Fairy

stopped at a town wherein everyone
yourself into thinking this is a newIn the first place, it is so doggone slip- one, for in spite of the difficulties, the was complaining. Every man in the
dance. It's a new to me kind of fruitpery that if you don't hold it right mango has a good flavor, and when burg imaginee that he had the Great-

est Trouble on Earth and that thethey raise down here. It's got a shapeit is apt to wiggle out of your fingers you slice off the meat and go after Troubles of others were mere trifles.
like a pear, the complexion of a cu-and do a cubinola glide all over your it in a sane manner, you will come So the Good Fairy called a meeting

and announced that each man couldcumber, and when you get the wrap-shirt front. When you take your first in for a real treat-but it certainly cast his Trouble into a ballot box and
per off and get on the inside of thebite you start on the outskirts, so to does look like a raw deal to an ama- when all the Troubles had been shaken
thing you find a mystery that is aspeak, and you get along fairly well, teur. upn's ac roman uble.could drhis was agreed theo.
cross between a Hubbard squash andbut when you get down into the busi- Oh, well, I'm wise now and when I After each man had drawn another

man's Trouble, the Good Fairy per-clingstone peach. Well, after myness district you get it good. I bit get hold of a softshell I'll get back at mitted the assembled multitude to un-
friends had wished the mystery oninto the core of that mango, and, be- him with a mango. seal the papers and see what kind of
me with full instructions for remov-lieve me, I got a mouthful. The cen- But, Billy, I'm sure strong for Flor- mediately after Inspecting the contents
ing the hide, which is a process sim-ter of the fool thing is full of threads, ida. Yours as ever, of the papers the crowd as one man
ilar to skinning a raw potato, they alland I got so many between my teeth LITTLE JEFF. eled: ."Here, give me back my own

Trouble. It was easy compared with
gathered round to see the fun. Now,that I spent the rest of the day push- -Florida Grower. TIro -nw'--insinnaty H'anr, ir.wi

Mr. Advertiser, the readers of The Farmer are all buying Farm Equipment. From whom?


